360 la engine

It was factory-installed in passenger vehicles, trucks and vans, commercial vehicles, marine
and industrial applications from through The combustion chambers are wedge -shaped, rather
than the polyspherical combustion chambers in the predecessor A engine or the hemispherical
combustion chambers in the Chrysler Hemi engine. All versions are made of cast iron, except
for the Viper V10 which is aluminum. LA engines have the same 4. The "LA" stands for "Light
A", as the older "A" engine it was closely based on was nearly 50 pounds heavier. It is
essentially a six-cylinder version of the V8. In it used a two-barrel Holley carburetor and
hydraulic tappets. In it was upgraded with throttle-body fuel injection and roller tappets which it
retained until the Magnum update. Next, in the Magnum update, the throttle-body fuel injection
was upgraded to a multi-point fuel injection. The engine was produced through before it was
replaced with the 3. It had a bore and stroke of 3. It had a mechanical solid lifter valvetrain until
when hydraulic lifters were introduced; hydraulic lifters generally make for a quieter valvetrain.
The reciprocating assembly included a cast or forged steel crankshaft, drop forged steel
connecting rods and cast aluminum pistons. The valvetrain consisted of a cast nodular iron
camshaft, solid or hydraulic lifters, solid pushrods and shaft-mounted, malleable iron rocker
arms stamped steel on later hydraulic-cam engines. These actuated the overhead steel intake
and exhaust valves. The cylinder heads featured wedge-shaped combustion chambers with a
single intake and a single exhaust valve for each cylinder. Spark plugs were located in the side
of the cylinder head, between the exhaust ports. It featured a 4-bbl. In only the muffler was of
"straight through" construction. A special version was also available in only - it used a 0. It was
available in the Dodge Dart only, and the car so equipped was called the "D-Dart", a reference to
its classification in NHRA D-stock for drag racing, which was the car's only intended purpose. It
appeared shortly after the , in , and proved tremendously successful. The LA engine was
available until when it was superseded by the Magnum version See below. It used hydraulic
lifters and a two barrel carburetor for most of its production, though four-barrel Carter
Thermo-Quad and Rochester Quadrajet carburetors were used in police applications starting in
The received roller lifters and a fast-burn cylinder head in Throttle-body electronic fuel injection
was factory equipment on the Imperial. From to , another throttle-body fuel injection system was
used for truck and van applications. Its block was bored out to 4. Anticipating higher loads
resulting from racing operation, the engineers fitted a forged shot peened steel crankshaft
instead of the cast nodular iron unit used in the This also included shot peened hammer-forged
steel connecting rods and high compression cast aluminum pistons with full floating pins. A
4-barrel carburetor was mated to a high-rise, dual plane intake manifold feeding high-flow
cylinder heads that are still considered among the best of that era. An aggressive cam was
fitted to take advantage of the much better breathing top end. The 4-speed cars got an even
hotter cam, but it was discontinued for , where both automatic and manual cars shared the
same cam. The engine was equipped with hydraulic lifters and two bolt main bearing caps,
leading some to initially underestimate the 's potential. The '71 's compression ratio was The
also used additional heavy-duty parts, such as a double-row roller timing chain and
sump-mounted windage tray. This version featured a heavy duty short block with additional
webbing to allow for aftermarket installed 4 bolt main bearing caps. The application-specific
cylinder heads featured relocated intake pushrod passages with offset rocker arms that allowed
the pushrods to be moved away from the intake ports, which could improve airflow if the
pushrod-clearance "hump" was ground away from the intake port by the end user. An aluminum
intake manifold mounted three Holley carburetors, and a dual points ignition system was fitted.
The combination of rising gasoline prices and insurance company crackdown on
high-performance vehicles saw the relatively expensive detuned and phased out. It remained a
high performance engine through , but was de-tuned in with the introduction of low
compression 8. It was released in with a two barrel carburetor. The used the large intake port
heads with a smaller intake valve of 1. Starting with , the was exclusively used in Dodge trucks
and vans. Some prototypes for the EH1 featured Mopar Performance W2 heads, although the
production units had the standard heads. Some police package cars came from the factory with
a steel crank and h-beam rods. The LA was replaced in by the 5. The last variation of the LA
series to be introduced before the Magnum upgrade was the throttle-body fuel injection , roller
cam engine. An in-tank electric pump and reservoir replaced the earlier mechanical camshafteccentric driven pump. The valvetrain was upgraded to include hydraulic roller lifters, however
cam specs remained essentially unchanged. The resulting engine was somewhat improved as
to power and efficiency, and the 5. However, with other manufacturers already introducing the
superior multi-point fuel injection system, Chrysler Corporation considered a more drastic
upgrade program. As the TBI engines were being introduced, the new upgrade program was
initiated in the Chrysler engineering department. In , with emissions standards becoming ever
more stringent in the United States, Chrysler Corporation released the first of the upgraded

engines. In , Chrysler introduced the first of a series of upgraded versions of the LA Engines.
The Chrysler Magnum engines are a series of V6, V8, and V10 powerplants used in a number of
Chrysler Corporation motor vehicles, as well as in marine and industrial applications. This
family of gasoline-burning engines lasted for over a decade, were installed in vehicles sold
across the globe, and were produced in the millions. The cylinder block remained basically the
same. It was still a V-shaped, degree design made of cast iron. The crankshaft, located to the
bottom of the block by five main bearing caps, was cast nodular iron, and the eight connecting
rods were forged steel. The pistons were cast aluminum, with a hypereutectic design. Coolant
passages were located between the cylinders. The gerotor-type oil pump was located at the
bottom rear of the engine, and provided oil to both the crankshaft main bearings and the
cylinder heads via the lifters and pushrods, as opposed to a drilled passage on LA engines.
Chrysler's engineers also redesigned the oil seals on the crankshaft to improve anti-leak seal
performance. Gasoline was supplied to the intake manifold through a pair of steel rails that fed
eight Bosch-type, top-fed, electronically actuated fuel injectors; there was one injector located
in each intake runner. Fuel pressure was regulated by a vacuum-controlled pressure regulator,
located on the return side of the second fuel rail. Excess fuel was thereafter delivered back to
the fuel tank. Later versions had the regulator and filter mounted at the in-tank pump. To
support the new fuel system, the intake manifold was of a new design. Known colloquially as
the "beer keg" or "kegger" manifold, the part was shaped like half of a beer barrel lying
longitudinally atop the center of the V-shaped engine block. The intake runners, which supplied
the fuel and air to each cylinder, fed each of the intake ports in the newly designed cylinder
heads. The bolts that secured the intake manifold to the cylinder heads were installed at a
different angle than those on the older LA engine; they threaded in vertically, rather than at the
degree angle of the up LA. Air was provided from the air filter intake to the intake manifold by a
Holley-designed, aluminum, twin-venturi, mechanically actuated throttle body, which was bolted
atop the intake manifold. Each venturi was progressively bored and had a diameter of 50mm. A
steel cable connected the accelerator pedal inside the vehicle to a mechanical linkage at the
side of the throttle body, which acted to open the air intake butterfly valves inside the venturis.
During idle these butterfly valves were closed, so a bypass port and the IAC valve were used to
control the intake of air. The cylinder heads were another fundamental change of the Magnum
engine, being designed to meet stricter requirements in both power and emissions by
increasing efficiency. The higher-flowing intake ports stepped up intake flow dramatically in
comparison to the original LA heads, and the exhaust ports improved cylinder evacuation as
well. Spark plugs were located at the peak of the combustion chambers' wedge, between the
exhaust ports; press-in heat shields protected them from the heat of the exhaust manifolds.
Cast iron exhaust manifolds, less restrictive than units found on previous engines, were bolted
to the outboard side of each head. The new cylinder heads also featured stud-mounted rocker
arms, a change from the shaft-mounted LA arms. This last change was due to the different
oiling system of the new engine, as described in the next paragraph. The valvetrain was also
updated, although it was still based on a single, center-block-located camshaft pushing on
hydraulic lifters and pushrods, one for each rocker arm. However, the cast nodular iron
camshaft was of the "roller" type, with each lobe acting upon a hydraulic lifter with a roller
bearing on the bottom; this made for a quieter, cooler-running valvetrain, but also allowed for a
more aggressive valve lift. Each of the lifters acted upon a steel pushrod, which were of the
"oil-through" type. This was another change for the Magnum. Because the new pushrods also
served to provide oil to the top of the cylinder head, the rockers were changed to the AMC-style,
screw-mounted, bridged half-shaft type. The new rockers also had a higher ratio: 1. However,
the boss itself was left in place, perhaps to cut down on casting and machining costs, and to
allow the use of earlier LA heads. Engine timing was controlled by the all-steel, silent Morse
timing chain some early production engines had double-row roller timing sets , which was
located beneath the aluminum timing cover at the front of the engine block. The timing chain
sprockets, one each for the camshaft and crankshaft, were all-steel; for the last few years the
LA engine came with nylon teeth on the sprockets. At the rear of the camshaft was cut a set of
helical gear teeth, these being used to spin the distributor. Mounted to the front of the timing
cover was a new-design counter-clockwise-rotation water pump, with much improved flow. The
ignition system was also all-new for the Magnum. A 36,volt ignition coil, usually located at the
front right of the engine, provided electrical power to the center of the distributor cap, where a
spinning rotor directed the power to each of the individual cylinders' spark plug wires. Ignition
dwell, advance and retardation were electronically controlled by the SBEC. The SBEC controlled
the ignition, as well as the opening and closing of the fuel injectors. During cold startup,
wide-open throttle and deceleration, it did this based on "open-loop", pre-programmed
operating parameters. During normal idle and cruising, it began "closed-loop" operation, during

which the module acted based upon inputs from a variety of sensors. The latter controlled idle
characteristics. By centralizing control of these systems, the operation of the vehicle was
simplified and streamlined. Emissions output was controlled by several systems. The EGR, or
Exhaust Gas Recirculation system, brought exhaust gas from the exhaust stream up to the
intake manifold, lowering peak combustion temperatures, the goal being the reduction of NOX
emissions. As the 5. The 3. Starting in the model year it was entirely withdrawn from production
and replaced with the 3. The Magnum 5. The 5. At the time of its introduction, the 5. General
characteristics: [4]. In , Chrysler Corporation released the next member of the Magnum family:
the 5. The standard 5. It was also installed in the Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 5. As the design
for the 5. This was to be Chrysler's first cylinder engine before the '92 Viper, see below , and can
best be understood as a 5. The 8. The engine lasted through the model year, after which it was
discontinued. Chrysler offers a line of crate engines based on the Magnum designed to bolt into
older muscle cars and street rods with little modification. Some of the changes to facilitate this
were using a water pump so that older pulleys and brackets could be used, as well as an intake
manifold that uses a carburetor instead of electronic fuel injection. The easiest way to
differentiate a bare Magnum block from a LA is by checking for the presence of the two
crankshaft position sensor mounting bosses on the right rear top of the block, just to the rear of
the cylinder head deck surface. All Magnum engines were stamped with a unique engine ID
number. This was located on a flat impression on the cylinder block's right side, near the oil pan
gasket surface. From to , the ID was 19 digits long. An example would be: 4M5. This example is
a From to , the engine ID was shortened to only 13 characters. It differed in that engine
displacement was given in cubic inches rather than in liters, the usage character was dropped
and the serial number was four instead of eight digits long. To add some confusion, not only
was the name Magnum used on Dodge passcar hi-po engines s, and vehicle lines in the late s
and s, it was also applied to the 5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine.
V6 V8 V Carburetor Throttle-body fuel injection Multiport fuel injection. Chrysler PowerTech
engine Chrysler Hemi engine. Retrieved 17 December Popular Hot Rodding. Archived from the
original on 25 March Thomson Delmar Learning. Archived from the original on 20 February
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and modding classic Chrysler cars. The Mopar is the easiest and cheapest way to build a fast
small-block Mopar. It makes more power than the and it's a lot cheaper to build than a It's also
the easiest to find. After-market support for the is great, and with the right parts, it can easily
make horsepower and still have great street manners. If you need more inches, it's easy to drop
in a stroker crank and get cubic inches. If you want an affordable high performance small-block
Mopar, the small block is your best choice. Parts and information are easy to find, and since it's
a fairly popular engine, they are not too expensive. Why is the the best choice for a high
performance small-block Mopar? Size and availability. The is a great engine, but it gives up too
many cubic inches in a purely performance application. The makes an awesome performance
engine, but it's rare, hard-to-find, and expensive. That leaves the The does have a better
performance reputation, but the is actually a pretty good choice too. It offers 10 more cubic
inches than the popular Chevy, along with shaft-mounted rocker arms and a better rod ratio.
Parts availability is almost as good as the small-block Chevy, if a little more expensive. It's
pretty easy to get HP from a Mopar using mostly stock type parts. With the right modifications,
you can get up to HP on pump gas without nitrous or other power adders. This book covers
both the earlier LA series and later Magnum small blocks so it doesn't matter what style you
have. There's an old racing proverb that says, "there's no replacement for displacement. In the
past, this could be very expensive. However with the proliferation of low-cost, semi-custom
parts, this is no longer always true. For example if the crankshaft in your needs to be reground,
it's almost just as cheap to by a new cast one from Eagle or Scat. Or maybe your stock crank is
OK, but you want to upgrade to a forged crank. In both cases, the stock stroke 3. Besides the
extra 48 cubic inches, the longer stroke pushes the pin further up on the piston. This gives you
a couple of advantages. First, it reduces piston rock. This makes your engine quieter at start-up
and helps reduce friction, making your engine last longer and helping it produce more power.
For example, if you're using Keith Black pistons, the package piston and pin is at least 23 grams
lighter almost 1 oz. This is dependent on application, in some instances the difference is
substantially more. About the only extra work you need to do to gain these advantages is a little

block clearancing on the bottom end. That's it. Any competent machine shop should be able to
do this for you. This book tells you everything you need to know. In stock form, the is a better
performance engine. If built to the same specs though, the will make at least as much power as
the at a lower RPM. The is also easier and a lot cheaper to find. For racing, the has more
potential, but for street use the is a better choice. Like most American V8 engines, the Mopar
can make decent power using mostly stock parts. If you're serious about making lots of power
with decent reliability though, there are some areas that should be tended to. The stock
Chrysler crankshaft is cast iron and externally balanced. It's OK for moderate performance or
light racing use, but if you're planning on making serious power it's better to go with an
aftermarket forged crank. Both Eagle and Scat make reasonably priced forged crankshafts for
the the Scat cranks are slightly more expensive but a better reputation for quality. Besides
being stronger than the factory crankshaft, the aftermarket pieces are internally balanced so
make sure to get the correct harmonic balancer and torque converter or flywheel to go with it.
The stock connecting rods are OK for street use if have them Magnafluxed and checked for
straightness, replace the rod bolts, and have them resized. By the time you do all that it's
almost as cheap to go with a set of aftermarket connecting rods. The aftermarket rods are made
out of better steel and they're also brand new. You know they haven't been abused by a
previous owner. For me it's an easy choice. Up to around horsepower the I beam rods are better
cheaper and lighter. If you're making more than horsepower get the H beam rods and send me
your build recipe. The Mopar never came from the factory in a high compression version.
Factory pistons were cast and could have as much as For a performance build, you should go
with after market pistons with close to zero deck height. Use hypereutectic or forged, depending
on intended power level. For pump gas, don't run over 9. There are almost as many opinions on
camshaft selection as there are engine builders. When building a small block Mopar, the main
thing to keep in mind is that most cam companies' "stocking" cam designs are likely optimized
for the small block Chevy, and are unlikely to be the best choice for you Mopar. Make sure to
work with an engine builder or cam grinder who is knowledgeable about what works best with
the small block Chryslers. No matter what cam you run, you should upgrade to adjustable
rocker arms. The stock, stamped rocker arms aren't adjustable and they cost you valve lift
because they only have about 1. After market adjustable rocker arms have a true 1. This is
important even with a hydraulic can so that you can properly adjust lifter preload. It's a lot taller
than the stock intake, though, so be sure to check hood clearance. It works great with a Holley
vacuum secondary carburetor with secondary metering block installed. The stock 4-bbl intake is
actually a pretty good piece too so if you're on a tight budget don't feel bad about running it.
The only downsides is the weight - cast iron is a lot heavier than aluminum. Also, tuning parts
for the factory Thermoquad can be hard to find. In spite of being over 40 years old, the Six Pack
runs almost as strong as the performer RPM and looks a lot better. The 's stock intake manifold
and Thermoquad carburetor is actually a pretty good setup and can save you a lot of money
over an aftermarket intake and carb. Back in the s, Bob Lambeck was running 12 seconds in a
Duster equipped with the stock intake. The only downsides are the extra weight of the stock
cast iron intake manifold and the difficulty of finding a decent Thermoquad carburetor. The
Mopar can make an excellent performance engine. It was introduced with a 2-bbl carburetor in
Not intended as a performance engine, it also featured a cast crankshaft and low compression
ratio 8. When the was discontinued in , the 4 barrel induction was transferred to the but the cast
crank and low compression ratio remained. Quality control was also not exemplary during this
time frame. That, combined with overly large main journals caused the to gain a reputation for
spinning bearings. In spite of this rocky start, the can be built into an excellent street engine. All
you need is attention to detail and proper selection of parts. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. A bit pricey, but not bad. The issue was
fighting with machine shops to get a block decked to the right height. I went with a magnum
block but used the LA block height since magnum blocks are usually a bit high. It was. When I
finally found the right machine shop, the engine was perfect. Mock up the rotating Assy and get
the decks right. Have a '73 LA engine that I'd like to build and swap out with the Magnum
currently wasting space in my Ram 4x4. Not worried about motor swap, just can't seem to find
any info on whether or not the LA will bolt up to the factory '98 auto trans. Any thoughts? I
wanted to idle the engine at most rpm's but the engine, when in gear stalls below rpm's. I am
seeking the answer to that. Very food article, especially for me, as we are re-working the in my
newly acquired Lil Red Express. Deck height and quench. But some changes too. I really liked
the Quality and costs for Molnar Forged crank and H beam rods. I went with icon flat tops. They
were very light and balanced out really well with little heavy metal. My pistons were. I wanted to
get to so the Magnum block needed decking. For a strong street engine, in a Lb truck, I went

with a stall Hughes converter. A compact custom grind 1. Vacuums a bugger still. BnG has been
great with the ECM. Looking injector set up to cool it down. I have a 73 power wagon W I plan on
doing a build with the LA. My question is. Will the in it be able to hadle the power? If the wont
work for that application will i be able to put a tremec T5 in it and keep the t case divorced? Just
finished my 5. I'm putting the top end together now , Engine Quest heads with bronze valve
guides, 2. Awesome info! My 20 year old son is in the Navy currently assigned to the Harry S.
Truman CVN His first vehicle is a Dodge Ram Sport and he loves it. He would like more power
out of the engine and it has miles on it. It sounds pretty good and still runs relatively well. I am
highly considering having the engine rebuilt and beefed up a bit. I would think other
modifications would need to be done to accommodate the additional power. Any suggestions
would be greatly appreciated. Thanks Grant Wilson. Bored out my to a and having a few
problems - horrible vibration which I'm pretty sure is the torque converter but she's also
running really really hot. Swapped out OEM radiator and fan for an electric and it didn't help.
Any suggestions? Ok, after reading the full article, the or is tough to get right if you're going
EFI. Some parts can swap but not if you want a good strong engine. John at Southeast
Performance is just the best for any build. If you want a great engine and done right, call John.
He will walk you through options and best solutions. And most importantly, keep you from
buying the wrong parts! The Cam is THE issue with the Some builders will recommend a high
lift and low duration cams. This causes you to spend literally thousands to get the right valve
train. If its EFI, expect to spend on computer changes to get your motor running perfect. When
complete, the stroker can be a Monster! I broke destroyed the in my '72 Dodge Demon. Full
roller streetable cam. Doing Holley fuel injection on it. Can't wait. Hemi Orange black graphics
original paint. Coil over HDK front suspension. Coil over Freakride rear setup. Mini tubbed.
Requesting site info, to buy a turn key for my Plymouth. Equipped with a forged crankshaft, I
beam rods, 9. Seeking an engine to have a lopey idle with a " vacum. Looking for a gas pump
engine that sounds good and able to drive distances or parades. Messages may also be sent to
bluecutvalley at yahoo. Happy to share with anyone what my future project currently looks like.
With some modifications I'm running a tunnel ram duel quad set up. Definitely very useful
information, I am building a dodge charger with the early 80,s Of course there's a crap load of
mods but when it's done it will be a one of a kind. If anyone out there has made this swap email
me with your recipe, any help to save time and money will be appreciated. Thanks for the
posts!! Definitely useful and well sourced info. I'm building a. Thanks to what I've learned from
this article. I'll be going with the stroker set up. Just bouncing between a proform aluminum
carb and a six pack set up. I plan on making it a beast. Have fun!! Have a Ramcharger that is
well on it's to being a real head turner but as we all know looks aren't everything. Currently has
a stock barrel which doesn't come close to giving me the power I not only want but need. I love
my Mopar but this is a real dog that needs major league help. Could use your suggestions.. I
know, the possibilities seem endless. Thanks, Billeir1 aol. I put that engine in a Ford F There
were only two things that Truck would not do when I finished. One, accelerate straight down the
road and pass a gas station. Thanks for a fun look back. My guest book won't accept html but I
put a link above under Stock Intake Manifold. You can also call them at They're open M-F,
central time. They're friendly and ship fast. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s.
Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased
dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no
real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their
people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to
perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can
use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying

the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Jerry
Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. When the subject of most
powerful Mopar engines of all time is discussed, the awesome hemi power plants are sure to be
the first ones mentioned. From there, the dialogue generally turns to the torque laden cid big
blocks most often featuring the legendary Six Pack carb option. All of these are mighty fine fire
breathing, axle-twisting engines to be sure. But in terms of small block power, the Chrysler
LA-series engines are often overlooked despite their ability to make good power on reduced
funds. The fact is, the small block Mopar LA-engines , and cid were under-rated at the factory
and were the last of the big three small blocks to be offered to the public. Because Mopar
engineers could study the errors inherent with other earlier small block designs, they
"corrected" some things with their small block and blended in some additional design benefits
where possible. Remember the did not appear until the model year and the newly designed
small block that replaced the larger and heavier Poly came along during the model year. The
most unique engineering change on the small block Mopar was the use of solid pushrods and
rocker arm shafts rather than the hollow pushrods and individual rockers found on Ford and
Chevy small block engines. The result was excellent oiling, better pushrod and rocker arm
rigidity and no need for valve lash adjustment simply bolt down the rocker shaft and the valves
are set. And as any racer will tell you, rocker shafts are far less prone to flex keeping the rocker
ratio perfect rocker to rocker and helping head strength as well. For our build up we started with
a cid engine taken from a wrecking yard. After checking the block for soundness, we cleaned
and bored it 0. While the factory cid small block was rated at horsepower, we knew that we
could certainly beat that target. And although this is not a huge horsepower LA engine, it
definitely is a great combination for an everyday driver with good power. Follow along as we
show you how to rebuild your small block Mopar for improved performance and durability.
Close Ad. Cam Benty Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Chrysler unceremoniously
unveiled the ci 5. The 4. With the cancellation of the engine option after the '73 model run, there
were a few performance variants of the in the early and mid-'70s, though these were all
low-compression engines with the further disadvantage of add-on smog-control equipment.
There really was no love for the engine in the early years, and they developed an unflattering
reputation as a low-performance "smog motor. Eventually the earned acceptance from the
Mopar crowd, and ironically its popularity has grown to become one of the favored powerplants
for performance use, especially when the objective is high output on a real working man's
budget. The 5. By the early '90s, the was seriously dated, especially compared with engine
packages offered by competitive manufacturers. Looking to gain an edge on the competition for
a minimum of development cost, Chrysler gave the old warhorse a significant facelift,
reintroducing the engine as the 5. Changes were made to improve the engine in output,
reliability, and sealing against oil leakage. Chrysler succeeded on all three counts with revised
cylinder heads, modern MPI fuel injection, and greatly improved assembly gaskets and seals.
These revisions were enough to put the 5. When considering low-buck performance for a
Mopar, good power potential and ready availability make the a winner. However, the days of
buying a good used but serviceable LA-series to swap are drawing to a close, and even good
cores are getting harder to find these days. The later Magnum-series engines open the door for
a number of possibilities. It isn't a problem to find a decent used 5. In fact, Magnum mills seem
to have survived the rigors of service much better than the earlier engines, owing to
improvements like a better ring pack with thinner moly rings and effective MPI fuel injection
with modern engine management, all leading to a reduction in bore wear. It's not uncommon to
pop the lids on a ,plus-mile Magnum and discover negligible bore wear, while the older
carbureted small-blocks would have been spent. Good bores and a sound engine are essential
to the foundation of a low-buck performance engine. So what kind of power is lurking in one of
these late-model Magnum 5. Some time on the dyno answered that question, but first we needed
a suitable test mill. The most common approach here would be to salvage a core or used engine
from a late-model truck, van, or SUV, but we took the easy way out and shortcut the process by
using a hp Mopar Performance crate engine as our dyno mule. Before you cry foul, consider the
origins of and equipment on this basic crate offering. Mopar's Magnum crate engines were
offered in and hp versions, both based on the production Magnum 5. The higher-powered
engine comes with higher-compression pistons, a long-duration camshaft, and a single-plane
Mopar Performance intake. Far more basic, the hp version is the same engine as in your typical
Durango, van, or Ram truck. With the hp crate you get a bone-stock production bottom end,
complete with the stock truck pistons and cam. Changes are only the addition of a center-sump

passenger-car oil pan, an LA engine-style front cover, a conventional distributor, and a
two-plane carbureted intake to replace the factory "beer-barrel" MPI injection system. The fact
that our dyno shop had one of these stock-based crates sitting around gathering dust sealed
the deal. Even though our engine began life as a crate motor, our results would be
representative of an effort that starts with any serviceable or remanned production 5. Our game
plan was to equip the engine with the same basics any Magnum would require for a retrofit into
an earlier application. We'd start with a dead-stock Magnum long-block engine assembly,
adding a carburetor, a conventional distributor, and headers for the baseline. This is the
minimum level of trim needed to shove a Magnum in place of the slant-six in your old Dodge
Dart or Plymouth Duster. For the induction combination, we used the same intake that came
stock on Mopar's hp crate engineâ€”the M1 dual-planeâ€”topped by a Speed Demon carb. To
handle the ignition, an MSD distributor was dropped into place, although an alternative here is
the excellent Mopar Performance electronic ignition system. Testing on Westech's SuperFlow
engine dyno revealed an output of hp at 4,, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 3, rpm. Not exactly a
high-rpm screamer, but it had the very good low-end torque you'd expect from a truck motor.
Our next level of modification would be to step up the combination significantly with traditional
hot-rod modifications like cam, induction, and cylinder-head changes. Our cam choice would
naturally be a hydraulic roller, since these late-model Mopar small-blocks are thus equipped.
These lobes provide very quick valve action, giving 0. The stock Magnum hydraulic roller lifters
and lifter-retainer spider assembly were kept. While normally we like to make such changes on
the dyno one piece at a time, the production Magnum cylinder heads are limited to just over 0.
This precluded shoving our hot high-lift Comp hydraulic roller in place while retaining the stock
heads. To keep the stock heads, the valve guides need to be machined down and new seals,
valve-springs, and matching retainers installed. Fortunately, a set of Edelbrock Performer RPM
Magnum cylinder heads were also part of our upgrade plan, and these are capable of
swallowing 0. While the head swap is certainly possible without changing the cam, it seemed
ludicrous to run the upgraded heads with the 0. With the Magnum's stock, dished pistons, the
compression ratio was 9. Under these circumstances, swapping the cam and cylinder heads
together was the most realistic combination. To fulfill this requirement, we went with a set of
Comp 1. Because replacing the pedestal OEM Magnum rockers requires hardened pushrods to
work with the Edelbrock heads' guideplates, we finished the valvetrain package with a set of
Comp Magnum pushrods. The final item in our combination to be changed was the two-plane
M1 intake. Clearly designed more for low-end torque than horsepower aspirations, this intake
manifold is wholly out of place with our cam-and-head combination. The solution here was the
Mopar Performance M1 single-plane intake, a long-runner manifold that has proven to make
good top-end power while retaining high levels of torque through the midrange. In fact, this is
the intake design Mopar Performance runs on all of its higher-output crate engines. Each of
these components substantially raises the bar on the hardware they replace. With the jetting
dialed in, the power pulls confirmed that this parts selection put major firepower in the basic
Magnum package, with hp recorded at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque coming to bear at 4, rpm. The
cam, heads, intake, and valvetrain package was worth a staggering hp on the stock Magnum
mill. For us, that is a righteous gain for a well-selected assortment of out-of-the-box aftermarket
parts on a stock production engine. Far from a raucous and unruly combination, the modified
engine idled easily at rpm with 12 in-Hg of manifold vacuum, a level that is right at home in a
street-driven machine. With output like this ready for the taking, it might be worth considering
giving Magnum power a home in your Mopar machine. The introduction of Mopar's Magnum
series of engines was the most significant revision of the Mopar small-block since its
introduction in There are some points to consider when deciding whether a Magnum engine is
the right choice in an engine buildup and when mixing and matching components or
applications. Magnums utilize 1. The LA engine provides oil to the rocker shafts via an oil
passage in the block and heads. This was deleted in later Magnum engines, which rely on
pushrod oiling via the lifters. Magnum heads can be retrofitted to an LA-series block, requiring
lifters with oiling provisions nearly all aftermarket lifters are so equipped and the appropriate
oiling pushrods. A Magnum block cannot accept LA-series heads without custom-machining
the oil passages or creating a custom bypass oil feed. For practical purposes this swap is a
nonplayer, except in the case of very early Magnum blocks that were reportedly manufactured
with the LA-style oiling provisions intact. Magnums have a slightly revised head-bolt package
requiring a Magnum-specific bolt set for use with Magnum heads. The head gaskets are also
unique to the engine, although LA-series gaskets can be used in all applications. More choices
in performance head gaskets are available for the LA-series design. The Magnum intake has
vertical fasteners, in contrast to the angled LA-series arrangement. This precludes swapping
LA-series and Magnum intakes without modification, though it is possible to modify the intakes

to work either way. Some aftermarket intakes are double-drilled to fit either engine. The
fasteners and gaskets are also unique to the engine series. Magnum engines have 10
valve-cover fasteners compared to five on LA-series engines and utilize a superior
steel-reinforced rubber gasket. LA-series valve covers will bolt to a Magnum head, though this
arrangement does not take advantage of the improved sealing of the later design. Magnum
engines featured a serpentine-belt accessory drive, a reverse-rotation water pump, and utilized
a timing-case cover with no provision for a mechanical fuel pump. The Magnum camshaft nose
was also changed and will not accept a mechanical-fuel-pump drive eccentric. An LA-series
timing case will bolt directly to a Magnum block, allowing mounting for the fuel pump,
conventional accessories, and a standard LA-engine water pump in a retrofit application. The
camshaft will also need to be ordered on a core with the LA-series nose to accept the fuel-pump
eccentric. At the bottom end, the Magnum engines all use the LA-series rear oil-pan relief. Any
oil pan will bolt to a Magnum. However, a non-Magnum pan cannot use the Magnum one-piece
oil pan gasket, as the early LA-series pans are notched at each side of the rear relief, while the
Magnum is not. A non-Magnum pan will require the LA-series oil pan and gasket set. In terms of
ultimate power potential, the LA engine has a clear advantage over the Magnum. With the
shaft-mounted rocker arrangement of the LA series, offset intake rockers can be readily utilized
to dramatically increase the available intake-port cross-section at the pushrod restriction. This
is a major consideration in very high-output applications. The stud-mounted Magnum heads are
not supported by available offset-intake valvetrain arrangements. This limitation becomes an
issue at approximately the hp level, though fully ported Magnum heads are capable of
exceeding this output. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Steve Dulcich Author. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. However, the LA-series, and less-common A-series, small-block
Mopars are no slouches. Luckily, Richard Holdener is about as anti-brand-fanboy as they come.
As such, he has this LA-series engine out of his Dodge Tradesman van with which to conduct
his usual dyno experiments on. Starting with a bone-stock , Holdener got a baseline before
throwing the kitchen sink at the engine, in terms of bolt-on modifications. With a two-barrel
carb, factory air cleaner assembly, alternator factory cast iron exhaust manifolds, and the
two-inch-diameter exhaust as it came out of the van, the engine produced horsepower at 4, rpm
and lb-ft of torque at 2, rpm. Who'da thunk these OEM parts might not be good for power? While
it's no surprise that these OEM pieces were restrictive, even on the factory 2-barrel setup, just
HOW restrictive they were is a little surprising. The first thing Holdener tested was pulling the
air cleaner assembly. While that might not seem like much on an engine making mediocre
power, it did pick up 6 horsepower and 5 lb-ft of torque at the peak, with the gains seen under
the curve, across the board. Swapping to a factory four-barrel intake manifold and an Edelbrock
quadrajet carburetor saw significant gains above 2, rpm, both in peak numbers and under the
curve. A new best of horsepower and lb-ft was established slightly higher RPM with the
four-barrel induction. As expected, peak gains were had, with another 13 horsepower and 14
lb-ft for peak numbers of and , again, a little higher in the RPM range. However, Holdener points
out the biggest gains are in the midrange, where the headers added up to 30 lb-ft of torque at
some points. The LA-series went through several rounds of modifications in the name of
science. Once Holdener finished his mad scientist routine on the engine, he actually reinstalled
some of the milder parts for use in his van. Stepping Up The Game The next round of
modifications was serious, with Holdener swapping both the camshaft and cylinder heads. The
cylinder heads were a set of factory heads with mild porting, new 2. Grind number XEH is
designed to make power between and 4, rpm and has. While conservative, the cam was
designed to make a lot of torque, get solid mileage, and idle nicely. The heads and camshaft
were worth another plus horsepower and plus lb-ft of torque, for new peak numbers of
horsepower and lb-ft. If you look back at the baseline pull, Holdener has picked up well over
horsepower and almost 80 lb-ft at this point. Both intake upgrades â€” the factory four-barrel
intake on the left and an Edelbrock RPM Air-Gap on the right â€” were a worthwhile upgrade
over the factory two-barrel intake manifold. Feeling there was some additional power to be had
in the induction tract, Holdener swapped on an Edelbrock RPM Air-Gap dual-plane intake and a
cfm Demon carburetor. While the peak gains were relatively minor, showing only three
horsepower and 14 lb-ft, the area under the curve from 3, to 5, says otherwise, with significant
gains seen. That brought peak power to horsepower and lb-ft of torque with additional gains
seen under the top-end of the curve. Finally, Holdener had one last trick up his sleeve, and
2007 chevy silverado manual
eph controls wiring diagram
nema 10 30r wiring diagram
that was another camshaft. Peak power jumped up another 33 horsepower, peak torque was up

a scant 6 lb-ft, but made a significant increase in power and torque from 3, to 5, rpm. Final
numbers on the cubic-inch LA engine were horsepower and lb-ft of torque. That means a net
increase of horsepower and 96 lb-ft of torque over the OEM engine configuration. Sure, you
could get crazy and get the engine to make whatever power numbers you want, because after
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